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Digital alloy In0.52Al0.48As avalanche photodiodes exhibit lower excess noise than those fabricated from random
alloys. This paper compares the temperature dependence, from 203 to 323 K, of the impact ionization character-
istics of In0.52Al0.48As and Al0.74Ga0.26As digital and random alloys. These results provide insight into the low
excess noise exhibited by some digital alloy materials, and these materials can even obtain lower excess noise at low
temperature. © 2018 Chinese Laser Press
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1. INTRODUCTION

Ionization coefficients are fundamental performance parame-
ters for avalanche photodiodes (APDs), particularly the excess
noise factor FhM i [1]. In the local-field model [2], the excess
noise factor is expressed as FhM i � kM � �1 − k��2 − 1∕M�,
whereM is the multiplication gain and k is the ratio of the hole
ionization coefficient, β, to the electron ionization coefficient,
α. This model shows that the excess noise factor FhMi in-
creases more slowly with gain for smaller values of k, which
results in higher receiver sensitivity. Smaller k values also enable
higher-gain-bandwidth products and, thus, operation at higher
frequencies or bit rates [3].

Recently, AlxIn1−xAsySb1−y digital alloy APDs have exhibited
excess noise factors characterized by k as low as 0.01 [4–7].
In addition, In0.52Al0.48As digital alloy APDs have achieved
k values from 0.03 to 0.09, which are lower than those of
the random alloy materials of the same composition [8–10].
However, other digital alloy materials, e.g., AlGaAs or InGaAs,
do not exhibit lower noise compared with random alloy
materials. It is well known that impact ionization in APDs
is affected by temperature through the relation of the bandgap
energy to the threshold energy, the phonon energy, and the
phonon scattering mean free path [11–14]. In this work, we
investigate the temperature dependence of impact ionization
in two digital alloy materials, In0.52Al0.48As (InAlAs in the
following) and Al0.74Ga0.26As (AlGaAs in the following),
and compare them with random alloy InAlAs and AlGaAs
APDs. The results provide insight into the variation in noise
characteristics.

2. DEVICE STRUCTURE AND FABRICATION

All the wafers in this study are p-i-n structures grown by
solid-source molecular beam epitaxy. A schematic cross section
of the InAlAs APDs is shown in Fig. 1(a). The epitaxial layers
are grown on n-type InP (001). A period of eight monolayers
(ML) or 2.44 nm of the binary alloys InAs and AlAs is used to
fabricate the InAlAs digital alloy [15]. The AlGaAs digital alloy
APD is grown on an n-type GaAs (001) substrate. The period
of the binary alloys AlAs and GaAs for the AlGaAs layers is
8.1 ML or 2.47 nm. A cross section of the AlGaAs APD is
shown in Fig. 1(b).

The mesa-structure APDs were fabricated by standard photo-
lithography. The InAlAs mesa-structure APDs were formed
by wet etching in a 1:8:80 solution of H2SO4:H2O2:H2O,
and the AlGaAs mesas were etched in a 1:1:10 solution of
H3PO4:H2O2:H2O. Ti/Pt/Au was deposited as the top and bot-
tom contacts by electron-beam evaporation. After lift-off of the
metals, SU-8 was spun on the sidewall as a surface passivation.

3. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

Excess noise measurements were carried out at room temper-
ature using a He–Ne laser (543 nm) to ensure pure electron
injection and an HP 8970 noise figure meter. Figure 2 shows
the excess noise factor, F hMi, of the InAlAs random and digital
alloy APDs. The excess noise of the random alloy is character-
ized by a k value of 0.2, which is consistent with previous
reports [8–10]. The k value for the digital alloy, on the other
hand, is ∼0.09.
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The excess noises for the random alloy AlGaAs with Al con-
centration from 20% to 90% [16] and the digital alloy are
shown in Fig. 3. As reported in Ref. [16], the excess noise
of AlxGa1−xAs decreases with increasing Al concentration.

We note that the noise of the digital alloy with Al concentration
∼74% (▪) lies between the 60% (□) and 80% (○) random
alloys. We conclude that the digital alloy does not suppress
the noise in AlGaAs.

The band structures of digital and random alloys have been
calculated using an environment-dependent tight binding
model [17]. Figure 4(a) shows how the supercells were chosen
for zinc-blende InAlAs. The supercell of the 8 ML digital alloy
consists of 8 As, 4 In, and 4 Al atoms. Eight atoms comprise the
random alloy supercell: 4 As, 2 In, and 2 Al atoms. In both
structures, the In and Al compositions are 50%. Figure 4(b)
illustrated the reciprocal space positions chosen to calculate
band structures, where Γ is the center of the first Brillouin zone;
A and D are the boundaries of the first Brillouin zone along the
growth direction and an in-plane direction, respectively; B is a
random point between Γ and D; and C and E are the boun-
daries of the first Brillouin zone of the B and D points along the
growth direction.

It can be seen from Figs. 4(c) and 4(d) that there are
significant differences in the band structures of the InAlAs ran-
dom and digital alloys. At the first Brillouin zone boundary of
the InAlAs digital alloy, there is a mini-gap between the second
and third valance bands, while there are no gaps in the InAlAs
random alloy.

In the conduction band of the InAlAs digital alloy, the elec-
trons can gain energy through in-plane scattering; however,
there are not equivalent paths for holes in the valence bands.
Therefore, the valence band mini-gap can impede holes
from achieving sufficient energy to initiate impact ionization,
particularly at low temperature. As the temperature decreases,
the probability of phonon scattering to a higher-order valence
band is reduced, which will suppress the hole ionization coef-
ficient, β. It follows that the k value and thus the excess noise
factor of InAlAs digital alloys should decrease with decreasing
temperature.

In order to verify this hypothesis, the excess noise was
measured from 203 K (−70°C) to 323 K (50°C). In Fig. 5(a),
the excess noise factor of the InAlAs random alloy is plotted
at different temperatures. As shown in Fig. 5(b), the k value

Fig. 1. Schematic cross sections of (a) InAlAs APDs and (b) AlGaAs
APDs.

Fig. 2. Excess noise factor, F hMi, of InAlAs digital and random
alloy APDs.

Fig. 3. Excess noise factor, F hMi, of AlGaAs digital and random
alloy APDs.
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is relatively independent of temperature and in the range
0.18–0.25, which is consistent with previous reports [8]. A fit
to the temperature variation yields

Fig. 4. (a) InAlAs digital and random alloy supercells, (b) positions
in reciprocal space, (c) band structures of InAlAs random alloy at dif-
ferent positions, and (d) band structures of InAlAs digital alloy at
different positions. The mini-gap in the valence band is marked.

Fig. 5. Temperature dependence of (a) excess noise factor and
(b) ionization coefficient ratio k for InAlAs random alloy APD.

Fig. 6. Temperature dependence of (a) excess noise factor and
(b) ionization coefficient ratio k for InAlAs digital alloy APD.
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k � 0.2� 6 × 10−5 × T � 0.04: (1)

In contrast with the random alloy, the excess noise of the
InAlAs digital alloy APDs exhibits strong temperature depend-
ence, as shown in Fig. 6(a). This is reflected by the variation of
the k value with temperature [Fig. 6(b)]; the k value increases
exponentially with temperature and can be expressed as

k � 0.0012 × exp�0.0147 × T �: (2)

The band structures of the AlGaAs random and digital alloys
are shown in Figs. 7(a) and 7(b), respectively. The band struc-
tures are similar. Therefore, the AlGaAs random and digital
alloys are expected to have similar excess noise performance.
For the digital alloy, there are no mini-gaps; the highest energy
of the third valance band is same as the lowest energy of the
second valence band. This enables strong intraband scattering,
which helps the holes to achieve higher energy. Thus, the im-
pact ionization probability of holes in the AlGaAs digital alloy
material is not projected to be strongly affected by temperature.

The excess noise of the AlGaAs APDs was measured from
203 K (−70°C) to 303 K (30°C). The excess noise of the digital
alloy is plotted at different temperatures in Fig. 8(a). The results
are similar to those for the InAlAs random alloy APD, i.e., the
variation of excess noise with temperature is small. This is
consistent with reported measurements on AlxGa1−xAs random

alloy APDs [18,19]. Figure 8(b) shows that as the temperature
changes, k remains in the range 0.1–0.15 and obeys the relation

k � 0.11� 5 × 10−5 × T � 0.04: (3)

4. CALCULATIONS AND DISCUSSION

The multiplication gain for pure electron injection,Me , can be
expressed as [20]

Me �
�
1 −

Z
W

0

α exp

�
−

Z
x

0

�α − β�dx 0
�
dx
�

−1

, (4)

where W is the thickness of the multiplication region. For a
uniform electric field, the ionization coefficients are given by
the following expressions:

α � ln�k − �k − 1�∕Me �
�k − 1�W , (5)

β � k · α: (6)

Using these expressions, the ionization coefficients can be
determined from the gain versus voltage curves at different
temperatures. The relation between electric field and gain
is obtained from photocurrent versus bias measurements.
Figures 9(a), 9(b), and 9(c) show the ionization coefficients

Fig. 7. Band structures of (a) AlGaAs random alloy and (b) AlGaAs
digital alloy.

Fig. 8. Temperature dependence of (a) excess noise factor and
(b) ionization coefficient ratio k for AlGaAs digital alloy p-i-n APD.
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versus the inverse electric field, 1/E, at different temperatures
for InAlAs random, InAlAs digital, and AlGaAs digital alloys,
respectively.

In all three plots, the electron ionization coefficients exhibit
modest decreases with temperature, owing to increased phonon
scattering. However, the most significant change is that of the
hole ionization coefficient in the InAlAs digital alloy, which
decreases with decreasing temperature. This is due primarily

to the presence of the mini-gap in the valence band and ex-
plains the reduction in k and excess noise with decreasing
temperature.

By fitting the experimental ionization coefficients of the
InAlAs digital alloy, the relationships among temperature T ,
electric field E , and the ionization coefficients can be
expressed by the following equations, and they are plotted
in Fig. 10:

α�T , E� � 2.2 × 107 × exp
�
−0.004 × T −

�
3.5 × 106

E

�
0.9�

,

(7)

β�T , E� � 2.5 × 104 × exp
�
0.011 × T −

�
3.5 × 106

E

�
0.9�

:

(8)

5. CONCLUSION

The ionization characteristics of InAlAs random alloy, InAlAs
digital alloy, and AlGaAs digital alloy have been investigated at
different temperatures. The k values of the InAlAs digital alloy
APDs decrease exponentially with decreasing temperature, ow-
ing to the suppression of hole ionization, which in turn is due
to a mini-gap in the valence band. The experimental results are
consistent with the simulated band structures and provide in-
sight into the low excess noise exhibited by the InAlAs digital
alloy and the absence of noise suppression in the AlGaAs
digital alloy.
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